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The Russian Mercenary known as Boris has always been a conundrum for governments the world

over. His visage never changes, his capabilities never understood.The Russian government gets

word he has been killed on a mercenary mission in America, allowing agents to come in and attack

the villages Boris has been protecting. Using a fanatical military sub-group in the Russian military,

the atrocities start.The only problem? Boris isn&apos;t dead, and now he has help.Boris won&apos;t

allow his people to go unprotected, and now the Queen Bitch herself has accepted his oath of

fealty.Russia doesn&apos;t have a clue what they have started when this Bear comes back from

the Dead.*****Please note, as mentioned in a review on a book in the main series, there is flagrantly

foul language in these novels. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just

uninspired cussing.THE BORIS CHRONICLESEvacuation - The Boris Chronicles 01Coming

Soon:Retaliation - The Boris Chronicles 02Revelation - The Boris Chronicles 03Restitution - The

Boris Chronicles 04The Kurtherian Gambit Main Series includes:Death Becomes Her - The

Kurtherian Gambit 01Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit
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Very much enjoyed this collaborated spinoff from Michael Anderle's Kurtherian Gambit series. Paul

Middleton has done a great job with this book and definitely looking forward to more in this

series.I've read many series where different authors have written in another's literary universe and

usually they don't feel like the same universe but Paul has done a great job in keeping the feel of

the world in line with Michael Anderle's world while at the same time, making it feel like his own

story.

Sorry, I really wanted to love this book. It was okay, but just that, okay. It moves along fast, maybe

too fast to really grow character development. The additional character of Janna comes in at the

end suddenly and without any build up, boom, is a main character? What? Imo, she should have

been added earlier on as a sub-plot and thrown in every couple of chapters to build her story up.

Also, the story and the action scenes are so simple and easy for the characters. Kidnap, go get

them, done, next part, done, next., swear allegiance to a new Czarina, done, no questions asked

and no build up or anything. Sorry, could tell this was mostly written by a first time author and edited

by the main author in the series.

Great read; although I feel you need to discover a better to end an episode. An excellent

collaboration; looking forward to future episodes. Though It would not hurt a thing to just turn the

entire thing into a full fledged novel, that runs parallel with BA's doin's; Then at the end of the novel

it blends in seamlessly with (hopefully) with wherever you have BA in her story line...??? Just a

thought.

I am always sceptical when the universe created by one author is tampered with by another. In this

case I was pleasantly surprised as Boris' story fits right in. Considering this character was conceived

by Paul and accepted and introduced by Michael in his series I should have known this would go



well. I am looking forward to the continuation of Boris' story. More to come (soon, I hope).

This is a mindless romp in the world of the Kutherian Gambit. It almost qualifies as a novelette

instead of a full book. It is not as good as the base series which is also mindless violence. But it is a

quick read like picking up a comic book; although many comic books have deeper plots. Breaking

this into three books is also unnecessary except that is how the author is releasing them. Frankly I

think it woudl read better as one book with three sub storiesThis bordered between 3 and four stars

frankly leaning towards 3. But the price slipped it to three and half and rounded up.

Love the series this book is coming from and enjoyed the character of Boris. Will look forward to

many more and hope to see it tied into the Kurthian books again. Boris rocks and seems to have a

lot of honor and love for his people!

The story is great, the characters are well developed, and I look forward to seeing how this story

grows. As long as the next piece is much longer and does NOT end at what is the opening of an

action sequence.

I am a great fan of Michael Anderle series the Kurtherian Gambit. I also see the potential in this

spin-off series. The problem I have is that this book does not measure up to the series itself. If I was

reading it from the prospective of a stand alone from a new author I would be more generous, but as

a spin off to well written and established series, it left me sadly disappointed. The plot was rushed

and other then the main character there was minimal character development. The book was also far

too short, I can see it as the start of the book but by itself it is sadly lacking. I will wait for the 2nd

book to see how it does but unless there is significant improvement it will be a detriment to the

Kurtherian Gambit series.
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